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Recent results have shown that listeners attending to the quieter of two speech signals in one ear (the
target ear)- are highly susceptible to interference from normal or time-reversed speech signals
presented in the unattended ear. However, speech-shaped noise signals have little impact on the
segregation of speech in the opposite ear. This suggests that there is a fundamental difference
between the across-ear interference effects of speech and nonspeech signals. In this experiment, the
intelligibility and contralateral-ear masking characteristics of three synthetic speech signals with
parametrically adjustable speech-like properties were examined: (1) a modulated noise-band (MNB)
speech signal composed of fixed-frequency bands of envelope-modulated noise; (2) a modulated
sine-band (MSB) speech signal composed of fixed-frequency amplitude-modulated sinewaves; and
(3) a "sinewave speech" signal composed of sine waves tracking the first four formants of speech.
In all three cases, a systematic decrease in performance in the two-talker target-ear listening task
was found as the number of bands in the contralateral speech-like masker increased. These results
suggest that speech-like fluctuations in the spectral envelope of a signal play an important role in
determining the amount of across-ear interference that a signal will produce in a dichotic
cocktail-party listening task. [DOI: 10.1121/1.1835509]

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Rq, 43.71.Gv [AK] Pages: 292-304

I. INTRODUCTION In most situations, however, these monaural speech segrega-
tion cues are augmented by the binaural interaural level dif-

Of all the difficult acoustic environments that occur in ferences (ILDs) and interaural phase differences (IPDs) that
the everyday lives of human listeners, some of the most chal- occur when the target and interfering speech signals originate
lenging involve the so-called "cocktail party problem" of from different spatial locations relative to the listener
listening to what one talker is saying when other talkers are (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1988). These binaural difference
speaking at the same time (Cherry, 1953). From a signal cues enhance multitalker speech segregation in two ways:
processing standpoint, this problem is extremely difficult, first, they introduce acoustic differences in the signals at the
and even after years of intensive research the designers of two ears that can be equivalent to as much as a 6-10-dB
automatic speech recognition systems still have not devel- increase in the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
oped adequately robust algorithms for segregating speech in target speech [e.g., see Zurek (1993)]; and second, they
a wide variety of multitalker environments (Stem, 1998). cause the target and masking signals to appear to originate
Yet, normal-hearing human listeners are generally quite ca- from different locations in space, thus making it easier to
pable of understanding speech even in extremely complex selectively attend to one of the two speech signals (Freyman
situations that involve multiple simultaneous talkers in a re- et al., 1999).
verberant environment. In real-world listening environments, it is difficult to de-

Over the past 50 years, a great deal of research has been termine relative contributions these two types of binaural
devoted to determining how listeners are able to achieve this segregation cues make to the spatial unmasking of speech.
success [see Yost (1997), Bronkhorst (2000), and Ebata Because all sound sources in realistic environments transmit
(2003) for recent reviews of this literature]. In part, the an- some energy to each of the listener's two ears, some portion
swer lies in the inherent ability of human listeners to exploit of the target speech signal will always be acoustically
differences in the voice characteristics of the different talk- masked out by the interfering speech no matter how far apart
ers, either in terms of fundamental frequency and intonation the two sources are located. Thus, to the extent that listeners
(Brokx and Nooteboom, 1982; Darwin and Hukin, 2000; de are unable to segregate widely separated speech signals in
Cheveigne, 1993), vocal tract length (Darwin et al., 2003), or the free field, we cannot be sure whether the reason is be-
overall speaking level (Egan et al., 1954; Brungart, 2001b). cause some portion of the target signal was obscured by the

masker or because the two talkers did not "sound" far
')Elcctronic mail: douglas.brungart@wpafb.af.mil enough apart for the listener to perfectly segregate them.
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There is, however, a somewhat artificial experimental ma- multiple-talker speech, and time-reversed speech all caused

nipulation that can be used to by-pass this inherent problem across-ear interference, but speech-shaped noise did not. Fur-
in real-world speech segregation. By presenting the target thermore, when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the target
and masking signals "dichotically" over headphones (i.e., ear was less than 0 dB, time-reversed speech actually caused
with one talker in one ear and one talker in the other ear), it just as much across-ear interference as normal speech. Thus,
is possible to generate a stimulus with two talkers who ap- it appears that, despite their obvious dissimilarities, normal
pear to originate from different places but have no acoustic speech signals and time-reversed speech signals share a com-
overlap that could lead to energetic masking of the target. mon set of acoustic features that (a) interfere in some way

Most of the experiments that have been conducted in with central speech processing, and (b) are not present in
these kinds of dichotic listening situations have shown that Gaussian noise. This conclusion suggests that some impor-
audio signals presented in one ear have little or no impact on
the ability of normal-hearing adults to selectively attend to tanteinghs into the pe th ainer use ntofseg
unrelated audio signals in the other ear. For example, Cherry competing speech signals could be obtained by identifying
(1953) has shown that a listener's ability to attend to a mon- the acoustic characteristics that cause audio signals to pro-

aurally presented speech signal is unaffected by the presence duce across-ear interference in dichotic listening. Further-

of a distracting speech signal in the opposite ear. Other re- more, there is reason to believe that the underlying mecha-

searchers have found similar results for the perception of nisms that cause across-ear interference to occur for

dichotically separated speech signals (Drullman and contralateral speech maskers in Brungart and Simpson's di-

Bronkhorst, 2000) and for the detection of tones in the pres- chotic task might also extend into more realistic binaural
ence of contralaterally presented random-frequency informa- listening situations where the target and masking signals are
tional maskers (Neff, 1995; Wightman et al., 2003). How- presented in different directions relative to the listener rather
ever, recent results have shown that the ability to ignore a than in completely different ears. Indeed, such an effect
distracting sound in the unattended ear can break down when might explain the relatively larger degradations in perfor-
a second distracting sound is also present in the same ear as mance that have been shown to occur when a second speech
the target signal. For example, Kidd and his colleagues (Kidd masker is added to a stimulus containing two spatially sepa-
et al., 2003) have shown that the presence of a random- rated competing speech sigals opposed to when a second
frequency masker in the listener's unattended ear can some- noise masker is added to a stimulus containing a speech sig-
times impair the detection of a monaurally presented tone in nal masked by a spatially separated noise source. Peissig and
the opposite ear when a second random-frequency masker is
simultaneously presented in the same ear as the target tone. opeere(1997), forexamle, foun a 6e2-d increain
Similarly, Brungart and Simpson (2002) have shown that the speech reception threshold (SRT) when a second interfering
presence of an interfering speech signal in the unattended ear talker was added to a speech signal masked by one compet-

can substantially impair the comprehension of a target ing talker, but only a 2-dB increase in SRT when a second

speech signal in the opposite ear when a second independent interfering noise was added to a speech signal masked by

interfering signal is simultaneously presented in the same ear one competing noise source. In a similar study, Hawley et al.

as the target speech. Although other studies of dichotic (2004) reported a 9-dB increase in SRT with the addition of
speech perception have shown that listeners who are in- a second speech competitor to a stimulus containing two
structed to attend to a monaurally presented speech signal spatially separated speech signals, but only a 4-dB increase
can be distracted by speech signals in the unattended ear that with the addition of a second noise competitor to a stimulus
contain information that is surprising, unexpected, and/or rel- containing a target speech signal masked by a single spatially
evant to the listener [such as an unexpected occurrence of the separated noise. Relatively large degradations in perfor-
listener's first name (Moray, 1959; Wood and Cowan, 1995; mance have also been shown to occur when a second inter-
Conway et al., 2001)] or related in some way to the speech fering talker is added to a monaural stimulus containing two
signal in the target ear [such as a midsentence swap between competing talkers (Brungart et al., 2001; Hawley et al.,
the signals in the target and unattended ears (Treisman, 2004). All of these results might be closely related to the
1960)], historically there has been little evidence that irrel- Brungart and Simpson finding that listeners are able to use
evant speech signals generate substantial amounts of across- spatial location to segregate a target speech signal from one
ear interference in dichotic speech perception. The signifi- competing talker, but that they are unable to use location to

cance of Brungart and Simpson's (2002) finding is that it segregate a speech signal from two competing talkers at dif-
indicates that listeners in a dichotic listening task can be ferent locations at the same time.
distracted by speech signals presented in the unattended ear
even when those signals are unrelated to the target speech In this paper, we attempt to further explore the acoustic
signals and completely devoid of any information that might characteristics that cause a signal to interfere with dichotic

be of interest to the listener outside the scope of the experi- speech segregation by examining the across-ear interference
mental task. effects of three different types of highly intelligible but quali-

One intriguing aspect of Brungart and Simpson's di- tatively unnatural synthetic speech signals and comparing
chotic speech segregation experiment was that significant them to the across-ear interference effects of normal speech.
across-ear interference occurred only for contralateral signals The results are discussed in terms of their implications for
that were qualitatively "speech-like:" single-talker speech, human speech segregation.
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II. GENERAL METHODOLOGY structed to listen in the right ear for the target phrase con-

All three of the experiments conducted in this study taining the call sign "baron" and respond by selecting the

were based on the coordinate response measure (CRM) for color and number coordinates contained in that target phrase

multitalker communications research, a call-sign, color, and from the array of colored digits displayed on the screen of

number-based intelligibility test (Moore, 1981) that is par- the control computer.

ticularly well suited for listening tasks that involve more than The next three sections describe how these experiments
one simultaneous speech signal (Moore, 1981; Brungart were implemented with the three different types of syntheticet al., 2001; Brungart and Simpson, 2002). In a typical trial speech signals that were examined in this investigation of

in the CRM task, a listener is presented with one or more dichotic cocktail-pary listening.

sentences of the form "Ready (call sign) go to (color) (num- Ill. MODULATED NOISE-BAND SPEECH
ber) now" and asked to identify the color and number com-
bination that was directly addressed to a preassigned "tar- One example of a stimulus that is qualitatively much
get" call sign (usually "baron"). In this series of different from speech but still highly intelligible is modu-
experiments, the CRM phrases were drawn from a publicly lated noise-band (MNB) speech. MNNB speech consists of
available corpus (Bolia et al., 2000) that consists of CRM fixed-frequency bands of noise that are independently ampli-
phrases spoken by four male and four female talkers with all tude modulated to match the envelopes of the corresponding
possible combinations of eight call signs ("arrow," "baron," frequency regions in an arbitrary target speech signal (Shan-
"charlie," "eagle,"' "hopper," "laker," ".ringo," "tiger"), non et al., 1995). When MNB speech is generated from a
four colors ("blue," "green," "red," "white"), and eight relatively large number of independently modulated bands of
numbers (1-8), for a total of 2048 unique sentences. noise, it closely resembles whispered or unvoiced speech.

Two different types of experiments were conducted with However, as the number of modulated bands is reduced, the
each of the three different synthetic speech signals examined spectral detail in the target speech signal is lost and the MNB
in this study. Both involved listeners who were seated at one speech becomes progressively less similar to normal speech.
of three identical Windows-based PC computers located in Previous research has shown that MNB speech produces
three different quiet listening rooms. The first type of experi- near-perfect vowel intelligibility with eight or more fre-
ment was a straightforward single-talker listening experi- quency bands, and near-perfect sentence intelligibility with
ment that examined the overall intelligibility of the different five or more frequency bands (Dorman et al., 1997). As the
synthetic CRM speech signals. In each trial of these intelli- number of bands is reduced below five, intelligibility system-
gibility experiments, a target phrase was randomly selected atically decreases until it approaches chance performance in
from all the available synthetic phrases containing the target the one-band case where the stimulus is reduced to an
call sign "baron," scaled to a comfortable listening level amplitude-modulated broadband noise.
(roughly 70 dB SPL), and presented to the listener over As discussed earlier, previous experiments have shown
headphones (AKG240) through a 24-bit sound card (Creative that continuous noise produces little or no across-ear inter-
Labs Audigy). The listener's task was simply to use the com- ference in dichotic listening, but that speech does. Because
puter mouse to select the color and number combination con- MNB speech systematically changes from a qualitatively
tained in the stimulus from a grid of colored digits displayed noise-like stimulus to a more speech-like stimulus as the
on the CRT of the control computer. number of frequency bands increases, one might also expect

The second type of experiment was a replication of the the number of frequency bands in MNB speech to influence
dichotic CRM listening task first used by Brungart and Sim- the amount of across-ear interference it causes in dichotic
pson (2002). In each trial of this task, the signal presented to listening. Experiment 1 was conducted to test this hypoth-
the right (target) ear always consisted of a mixture of two esis. The experiment was divided into two parts. Experiment
simultaneous phrases from the unprocessed natural-speech la examined MNB speech intelligibility as a function of the
CRM corpus: a target phrase, which was randomly selected number of independently modulated frequency bands in the
from the phrases containing the call sign "baron," and a stimulus. Experiment lb examined the contralateral interfer-
masking phrase, which was randomly selected from all the ence effects these MNB stimuli caused in a dichotic cocktail-
phrases spoken by a different same-sex talker that contained party listening task.
a different call sign, color, and number from the target A. Experiment 1a: Intelligibility
phrase. The rms level of the target phrase was also scaled
relative to the masking phrase to produce one of five differ- 1. Methods
ent signal-to-noise ratios (-8, -4, 0, 4, or 8 dB). a. Listeners. Nine paid volunteer listeners (four male

The signal presented to the left (unattended) ear con- and five female) participated in the experiment. All had clini-
sisted of (a) silence; (b) a second masking phrase randomly cally normal hearing (thresholds less than 15 dB HL from
selected from all the phrases in the standard CRM corpus 500 Hz to 8 kHz), and their ages ranged from 19-53 years.
spoken by a different talker of the same sex as the target All of the listeners had participated in previous experiments
talker that contained a different call sign, color, and number that utilized the speech materials used in this study.
than either of the two phrases in the target ear; or (c) a b. MNB speech materials. For the purposes of this
synthetic CRM speech signal that was generated according study, only a subset of the standard CRM corpus was pro-
to the procedures outlined in the following sections. cessed to generate MNB speech. This subset consisted of all

The participants in this dichotic CRM task were in- the phrases containing the call signs "tiger," "eagle," and
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TABLE I. Cutoff frequencies (in kHz) of the independent frequency bands used to generate the MNB speech in experiment 1.

Number of bands Start 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 0.05 4.00
2 0.05 0.86 4.00
3 0.05 0.47 1.45 4.00
5 0.05 0.26 0.61 1.18 2.17 4.00

10 0.05 0.14 0.26 0.41 0.61 0.86 1.18 1.61 2.17 2.94 4.00
15 0.05 0.11 0.18 0.26 0.35 0.47 0.61 0.77 0.96 1.18 1.45 1.78 2.17 2.66 3.25 4.00

"baron" spoken by two male talkers (talkers 2 and 3 from possible numbers of bands in the MNB corpus (1, 2, 3, 5, 10,
the corpus) and two female talkers (talkers 6 and 7 from the or 15). Thus, each listener participated in a total of 60 trials
corpus), for a total of 384 phrases. for each number of bands tested in the experiment.

The phrases were converted to MNB stimuli with the
PRAAT speech processing software package (Boersma, 1993). 2. Results and discussion

The phrases were first downsampled to 20 kHz and low-pass The results of experiment la are shown in the left panel

filtered at 4 kHz. They were then converted into the fre- of Fig. 1. The intelligibility of the MNB speech increased

quency domain with an FFT, divided into the required num- systematically from around 15% to near 100% as the number
ber of subbands,' and converted back in the time domain of bands increased from one to five. For comparison, we

where the intensity contours of each subband were extracted have also replotted the results for the two speech corpora

by squaring the signals and convolving them with a 64-ms (out of a total of five tested) that produced the best and worst

Kaiser window. A pink-noise excitation signal was then con- overall performance in Dorman et al.'s (1997) evaluation of

verted into the frequency domain, divided into the same the intelligibility of MNNB speech: the Iowa Consonant Test
number of subbands as the speech stimulus, and converted of 16 consonants in an /aCa/ format spoken by a single male

back into the time domain. Each subband of this noise stimu- talker (Tyler et al., 1986) [which was also the speech corpus

lus was amplitude modulated with the intensity contour ex- used in the earlier study by Shannon (1995)]; and a multi-
tracted from the corresponding subband of the speech signal, talker vowel intelligibility test comprised of the 11 vowels in
and the resulting amplitude-modulated noise bands were the words "hawed, heed, hid, hayed, head, had, hod, hood,
added together to construct the final MNB speech signal. hoed, who'd, and heard" spoken by three men, three women,

Six different MNB stimuli were generated for each and three girls (Hillenbrand et al., 1995). These results show
phrase in the reduced corpus, each with a different number of that the intelligibility levels obtained with the CRM corpus
independently modulated frequency bands (1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and used in this experiment were roughly comparable to those
15). Thus, a total of 2304 sentences was available for use in reported for the relatively easy Iowa Consonant Test used in
the experiment. Note that the frequency bands were equally earlier MNB experiments by Shannon (1995) and Dorman
spaced on an ERB scale in the range from 50 Hz to 4 kHz, as et al. (1997).
illustrated in Table I.

c. Procedure. The experiment was conducted according B. Experiment 1b: Across-ear interference

to the procedures for CRM intelligibility testing outlined in 1. Methods

Sec. II. The data collection was divided into six blocks of 60 a. Listeners. The same nine listeners who participated in
trials, with each block containing ten trials for each of the six experiment la also participated in experiment lb.

1 1 ----------- -0 1 850 •* *
+O 10. . o.

-so.NR

n-- 70 7

00 170

Iowa Consonants --0- MNB Speech
+- Multltalker Vowels -0- Normal Speech

0 40 i I..56 ' . ..................
123 5 1o 15 -8 .4 0 4 e 123 5 10 15

Number of Frequency Bands Target-Ear Signal-to-Noise Ratio (dB) Frequency Bands in Contralateral Ear

FIG. I. The open circles in the left panel show the percentage of trials in which the listeners correctly identified both the color and number coordinates in
experiment I a, which measured speech intelligibility as a function of the number of frequency bands in the MNB speech stimuli. For comparision, the results
obtained by Dorman el al. (1997) for similarly processed Iowa consonants and multitalker vowels have also been replotted in this panel. The center panel
shows the percentage of correct color and number identifications in experiment lb as a function of target-ear SNR. The black squares and open circles show
performance in the control conditions where there was no contralateral masker or a normal-speech masker. The shaded diamonds show performance averaged
across all the conditions with a contralateral MNB speech masker. The right panel shows the percentage of correct color and number identifications in the
negative target-car SNR conditions of experiment lb. The shaded bars in that panel show mean performance ± I standard error in the no-sound and
normal-speech control conditions. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals for each data point.
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b. Procedure. The experiment was conducted according sound and normal-speech control conditions of the experi-

to the procedures for the dichotic CRM task outlined in Sec. ment. These results show that there was indeed a systematic

II. In the conditions where the masking phrase presented in decrease in performance as the number of frequency bands in
the left ear consisted of synthetic speech, that masking the MNB speech increased. A one-factor within-subjects
phrase was randomly selected from the MNB-processed ANOVA on the arcsine-transformed results of the individual
CRM phrases that contained a different call sign, color, and subjects for each of the eight contralateral masking condi-
number than either of the two phrases in the target ear.2  tions (no sound, normal speech, and 1-, 2-, 3-, 5-, 10-, or
When the normal speech phrase was used in the unattended 15-band MNB speech) indicated that this effect was statisti-
ear, it was low-pass filtered to 4 kHz to match the bandwidth cally significant (F( 7 ,56)= 15.58, p<0.0001), and a subse-
of the MNB-processed speech stimuli and then scaled to quent post hoc test (Fisher LSD, p<0.05) indicated the fol-
match the rms level of the masking talker in the target ear. lowing significant results:
When the MNB3 speech was used in the unattended ear, it (1) All the MNB speech conditions were significantly worse
was also scaled to match the overall rms level of the masking than the no-sound control condition.
talker in the target ear.

The data collection was divided into 40 blocks of 80 (2) All the M`NB speech conditions except the 15-band con-
dition were significantly better than the normal-speech

trials, with two repetitions of each of the eight possible con-
tralateral masking conditions (silence, normal speech, or 1-,
2-, 3-, 5-, 10-, or 15-band MNB speech) at each of the five Thus, it seems that even the single-band MNB speech
target-ear SNR values in each block. Thus, each of the nine distractor, which scored only slightly better than chance in
listeners participated in a total of 80 trials for each combina- the intelligibility test in experiment la, produced a signifi-
tion of contralateral masker and target-ear SNR tested in the cant amount of across-ear interference in the dichotic listen-
experiment. ing task of experiment l b. As the number of frequency bands

increased, so did the across-ear interference caused by the
2. Results and discussion MNB speech. However, the amount of interference did not

The results of the experiment are shown in the middle plateau at the 5-band level where intelligibility reached near
and right-hand panels of Fig. 1. The middle panel shows 100% performance in experiment Ia. Rather, it continued to
performance as a function of the SNR in the target ear for the increase until the 15-band point, where the MNB speech was
conditions with no sound, MNB speech, or normal speech in producing nearly as much contralateral interference as nor-
the contralateral ear. For simplicity, all of the different MNB mal speech.
conditions have been averaged together to create the middle
curve in the panel. In the no-sound and normal-speech con- IV. MODULATED SINE-BAND SPEECH

trol conditions, the results were similar to those in an earlier Modulated noise-band speech is qualitatively much dif-
experiment that used the same CRM stimuli and the same ferent from normal voiced speech, but when it consists of a
dichotic listening task used in this experiment (Brungart and large number of frequency channels it can sound similar to
Simpson, 2002). In the condition with no contralateral whispered or unvoiced speech. Thus, it is conceivable that
masker (black squares), performance increased as the SNR the increase in across-ear masking that occurred in the 15-
increased above 0 dB, but plateaued at approximately 80% band condition of experiment 1 could be directly related to
correct responses for SNR values at or below 0 dB. In the the similarity of the speech in that condition to natural whis-
condition with a normal speech contralateral masker (open pered speech. It is possible, however, to generate a stimulus
circles), performance was similar to the no-sound condition that contains the spectral information similar to MNB speech
when the SNR was +8 dB, but it decreased much more but sounds unnatural even when it contains a large number of
rapidly with decreasing SNR. As a consequence, perfor- frequency channels. This speech is generated by replacing
mance at -8-dB SNR was roughly 20 percentage points the amplitude-modulated noise bands in MNB speech with
worse with a contralateral speech masker than it was with no amplitude-modulated sine waves fixed at the center frequen-
contralateral masking signal. The gray diamonds show per- cies of those bands. Previous experiments that have com-
formance averaged across the six MNB speech conditions of pared this type of modulated sine-band (MSB) speech to
the experiment. As we hypothesized, the results for the MNB MNB speech have found very little difference in intelligibil-
speech consistently fell between those for the no-sound and ity between the two types of simulated speech (Dorman
normal-speech contralateral masking conditions. This sug- et aL, 1997), despite the large qualitative difference between
gests that MNB speech causes more contralateral interfer- the two types of speech signals. Experiment 2 was conducted
ence than no masker, but less interference than a normal to evaluate the amount of across-ear interference generated
speech masker. by MSB speech in a dichotic cocktail-party listening task.

The middle panel of Fig. I also indicates that the con-
tralateral maskers had the greatest impact on performance
when the target-ear SNR was less than 0 dB. Consequently, 1. Methods

the right panel of Fig. 1 focuses on the differences between a. Listeners. Eight paid volunteer listeners with clini-
the MNB-speech conditions in trials where the target-ear cally normal hearing (five male and three female) partici-
SNR was negative. For comparison, shaded regions of the pated in the experiment. Six of the listeners were also par-
figure show mean performance t 1 standard error in the no- ticipants in experiments Ia and lb.
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FIG. 2. Thc left panel shows thc percentage of correct color and number identifications in experiment 2a, which measured speech intelligibility at a function
of the number of frequency bands in the MSB speech stimuli. As in Fig. I, the intelligibility results obtained by Dorman et al. (1997) for MSB-processed Iowa
consonants and muhtitalker vowels have been replotted in this panel for comparison. The center panel shows the percentage of correct color and number
identifications in experiment 2b as a function of target-ear SNR. The black squares and open circles show performance in the control conditions where there
was no signal in the contralateral ear (squares) or a normal-speech signal in the contralateral ear (circles). The shaded diamonds show performance averaged
across all the conditions with a contralateral MNB speech masker. The right panel shows the percentage of correct color and number identifications in the
negative target-ear SNR conditions of experiment lb. The shaded bars in that panel show mean performance ±+l standard error in the no-sound and
nomial-talker control conditions. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals for each data point.

b. Speech materials. The MSB speech stimuli were de- to the one obtained with the MNB-processed CRM stimuli in
rived from the male-talker sentences from the same CRM experiment la (plotted in the left panel of Fig. 1). The intel-
speech corpus used in experiment 1.3 These stimuli were ligibility scores were, however, slightly higher than those
processed with a technique that Arbogast et al. (2002) reported for the MSB-processed Iowa consonants in the ear-
adapted from cochlear implant simulation software originally lier experiment by Dormnan et al. (1997), which have been
developed by the House Ear Institute. The sentences in the replotted in the figure for comparison. Comparing Figs. 1
CRM corpus were first downsampled from 40 to 20 kHz. and 2, it is apparent that the CRM stimuli used in this ex-
Then, they were high-pass filtered at 1200 Hz with a first- periment produced intelligibility levels that were very similar
order Butterworth filter and processed with a bank of 15 to those obtained for the Iowa consonants in the MNB pro-
fourth-order 1/3rd-octave Butterworth filters with logarithmi- cessing condition, but somewhat better than those obtained
cally spaced center frequencies ranging from 215 to 4891 Hz for the Iowa consonants in the MSB condition. This differ-
with a ratio of successive center frequencies of 1.25. The ence may, in part, be due to the fact that Dorman and his
envelopes of each of these channels were extracted by half- colleagues generated their MSB stimuli with modulated sin-
wave rectifying the bandpass-filtered signals and low-pass ewave bands that were always evenly distributed across the
filtering them at 50 Hz. Then, these envelopes were used to speech spectrum, while the stimuli in this experiment were
modulate pure tones with zero starting phases and center generated with modulated sinewave bands that were ran-
frequencies at the midpoints of each filter band. Individual domly selected from the 1/3rd-octave bands that were avail-
sound files were created for each of these 15 bands for the able in the 15-band MSB processed speech. The difference
256 CRM phrases spoken by each of the male talkers in the might also simply be due to the semantic differences be-
CRM corpus, and the stimuli used in the experiment were tween the two speech corpora. In either case, the results
generated by randomly selecting 1-10 of these individual shown in Fig. 2 indicate that the random-frequency MSB
bands from the same original CRM phrase and summing speech used in experiment 2a produced intelligibility in the
them together electronically. 4  CRM task that was comparable to that obtained for MNB

c. Procedure. Other than the method used to generate speech generated with the same number of frequency bands
the speech stimuli, the experimental procedure was essen- in experiment 1la.
tially identical to the one used in experiment la. Each block
of trials in the experiment consisted of 12 repetitions of each B. Experiment 2b: Across-ear interference
of the 10 MSB speech conditions of the experiment (i.e., t. Methods
1-10 individual randomly selected bands). Each listener par-
ticipated in 10 blocks of trials, so a total of 960 trials wasa.Lser.Svnofteigtltnrswoptc-
collected in each of the 10 conditions of the experiment (8 pated in experiment 2a also participated in experiment 2b.
listenersX× 10 blocks x 12 repetitions). b. Speech materials. The MSB conditions of experiment

2b used the same stimulus processing as described in experi-
ment 2a. In addition to these MSB speech conditions, a 15-

2. Results and discussion band random sine-band (RSB) speech control condition was

The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the intelligibility results also tested. The RSB speech was produced by randomizing
from experiment 2a. Intelligibility was poor (<20%) in the the phase component of a standard 15-band MSB speech
one-band condition, but it increased systematically with the signal. This was accomplished by multiplying the long-term
number of bands, plateauing at near 100% performance complex spectrum (FFT) of a randomly selected 15-band
when five independent frequency bands were present in the MSB speech signal by the long-term complex spectrum of a
stimulus. Overall, this performance function is very similar broadband Gaussian noise and taking the inverse FFT of this
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multiplied frequency-domain signal (Arbogast et al., 2002). (2) All the MSB speech conditions were significantly better

This processing resulted in an unintelligible waveform that than the normal-speech control condition.

was spectrally identical to the MSB speech but contained no (3) The 1-, 2-, and 4-band conditions were significantly bet-

phonetic information about the original utterance. ter than the 7-, 10-, and 15-band conditions.

c. Procedure. Experiment 2b used the same dichotic (4) There was no significant difference between the 15-band

CRM task used in experiment lb, with the exception that RSB condition and the no-audio control condition.

only two of the talkers were used as target talkers (the male

talker I and the female talker 6) with the same target talker As in the MNB condition, the results show a general

used in every stimulus presentation within the same block of trend of increasing across-ear interference with an increasing

trials. In the conditions where the masking phrase presented number of frequency bands. However, in the limiting 15-

in the left ear consisted of synthetic speech, that masking band case, performance appeared to be slightly better relative

phrase consisted of MSB speech with 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, or 15 to the normal-speech control condition with MSB speech.

bands or RSB speech with 15 bands. In all cases, the mask- This may reflect the fact that 15-band MNB speech sounds

ing speech signal was selected to have a different color and similar to natural whispered speech, while MSB speech

number than either of the two phrases in the target ear. sounds decidedly unnatural even with 15 frequency bands.

The data collection was divided into blocks of approxi- It is also interesting to note that the RSB speech failed to

mately 70 trials with each subject participating in roughly produce any measurable across-ear interference even though

100 blocks, for a total of 6864 trials per subject or 48 048 it contained all 15 possible frequency bands. The long-term

trials in the experiment. All subjects participated in all con- magnitude spectrum of this RSB speech signal was identical

ditions, and the total number of trials per condition ranged to that of the 15-band MSB speech, so it seems that the

from 1698 trials for the 15-band RSB speech condition to across-ear interference caused by the MSB speech cannot be

7305 trials for the 15-band MSB speech condition. explained by spectral content alone. Rather, it seems that the
speech-like temporal modulations in the individual bands of
the MSB speech were critical to the across-ear interference

2. Results and discussion effects that occurred with those stimuli. This seems to be

The middle and right-hand panels of Fig. 2 show the consistent with our earlier finding that the contralateral noise
overall results of experiment 2b. The middle panel shows that was shaped to match the long-term rms spectrum of
performance as a function of the SNR in the target ear for the CRM speech produced little or no across-ear interference in
conditions with no sound, RSB speech, MSB speech, or nor- the dichotic CRM task (Brungart and Simpson, 2002). It is

mal speech in the contralateral ear. Again, the different MSB also consistent with the results of Arbogast et al. (2002), who
conditions have been averaged together to simplify the visual also found a substantial difference between the masking
presentation of the data in this panel. The results show that properties of MSB and RSB speech in normal binaural lis-
the no-sound (black squares) and normal-speech (open tening environments. In their experiment, they randomly se-

circles) control conditions were essentially identical to the lected 8 of the 15 bands for use in the target speech signal,
corresponding conditions of experiment lb (shown in Fig. and allocated 6 of the remaining bands either to an MSB
1). Also, as with the MNB speech in experiment lb, the speech masker or an RSB speech masker. Their results
results with the MSB speech in experiment 2b consistently showed that the speech reception threshold (SRT) was 22 dB
fell between these two control conditions. In contrast, perfor- lower with RSB masking speech than it was with MSB
mance with the 15-band RSB speech (open triangles) was masking speech, presumably because the speech-like MSB
essentially identical to the no-sound control condition. masker was more easily confused with the target speech sig-

The right panel of Fig. 2 shows performance in the dif- nal. Our results show that this masking difference between

ferent MSB-speech conditions averaged across trials where MSB and RSB speech extends to the case where the target
the target-ear SNR was less than 0 dB. Again, the shaded and masking speech signals are presented to different ears.
regions of the figure show mean performance -t I standard
error in the no-sound and normal-speech control conditions V. SINEWAVE SPEECH
of the experiment. Performance in the 15-band RSB condi-
tion is also shown by the white triangle. The arcsine- An additional type of "speech-like" stimulus that is

transformed data from the individual subjects in each of the qualitatively different from speech but still highly intelligible

I1 contralateral masking conditions (no sound, normal is so-called "sinewave speech," which consists of a small

speech, 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 7-, 10-, or 15-band MSB speech or number of time-varying amplitude-modulated sine waves

RSB speech) were also subjected to a one-factor within- that track the formant frequencies of a speech signal (Remez

subjects ANOVA, which indicated that the main effect of the et al., 1981). Experiment 3 was conducted to determine

contralateral masking condition was statistically significant whether this kind of stimulus also produces across-ear inter-

(F(10,60)=9.52, p<0.0001). A subsequent post hoc test ference in a dichotic cocktail-party listening task.

(Fisher LSD, p<0.05) revealed the following significant ef- A. Experiment 3a: Intelligibility
fects:

(1) All the MSB speech conditions except the 1-band con- 1. Methods

dition were significantly worse than the no-sound control a. Listeners. Nine paid volunteer listeners with clini-
condition.5  cally normal hearing (four male and five female) participated
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FIG. 3. Thc left panel shows the percentage of correct color and number identifications in experiment 3a, which measurcd speech intelligibility as a function
of the number of formants in the sinewave speech stimuli. The center panel shows the percentage of correct color and number identifications in experiment
3b as a function of target-ear SNR. The right panel shows the percentage of correct color and number identifications in the negative target-ear SNR conditions
of experiment 3b, which measured the effects of a contralateral sinewave speech interferer on two-talker segregation performance in the listener's right car.
The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals for each data point.

in the experiment. Six of the nine listeners had previously B. Experiment 3b: Across-ear interference
participated in experiment 1, and four had previously partici- 1. Methods
pated in experiment 2.

b. Speech Materials. The sinewave speech stimuli were a. Listeners. The same nine listeners who participated in
processed directly from the CRM speech corpus using LPC- experiment 3a also participated in experiment 3b.
based MATLAB script files that have been made publtcly eb. Procedure. The procedure used in experiment 3b was
available on the Internet by Ellis (2003). These scripts esti- essentially identical to the one used in experiment lb. When
mate the magnitudes and frequencies of the first four for- a synthetic speech signal was presented in the left ear, itmants in each 2.6-ms frame from the filter pole positions conststed of sinewave speech that was generated with 1, 2, 3,

mant ineac 2.-msfrae fom te flte poe psitons or 4 randomly selected formants using the procedure out-derived from an LPC analysis. The CRM sentences were o admyslce omnsuigtepoeueotdereved trom an 8kz rnateyprior Toe p serfrmngthics we lined in the previous section. When a natural speech phraseresampledwas presented in the unattended ear, it was low-pass filtered
analysis, resynthesized into sinewave speech, and then resa- to 4 resento it the ma ximum ba ndwit the sile re
mpled to a 50-kHz rate prior to presentation to the listeners, to 4 kHz to match the maximum bandwidth of the sinewaveThis processing was done in real time within each trial of the speech stimuli. In all cases, the interfering speech signal in
experiment. the contralateral ear was scaled to match the rms level of thec. Procedure. Again, the procedure used in experiment masking talker in the target ear.
3a was essentially identical to the one used in experiments The data collection was divided into 24 blocks of 603an as eenteach trial of the experiment, a target phrase was trials, with two repetitions of each of the six possible con-and 2a. In etralateral masking conditions (silence, normal speech, or I-,
randomly selected from all the phrases containing the target 2-, 3-, or 4-band sinewave speech) at each of the five target-
call sign "baron" in the CRM corpus. This target phrase was 2ear SNR values in each block. Thus, each of the nine listen-
processed into sinewave speech, and then one, two, three, or earticipated in e al s in the nin e l of
four of the first four formants were randomly selected for ers participated in 1440 trials in the experiment, for a total of
inclusion in the stimulus. The data collection was divided 432 trials for each combination of target-ear SNR and
into 10 blocks of 60 trials, with each block containing 15
trials for each of the four possible numbers of formants (1, 2,
3, or 4). Thus, each listener participated in a total of 600 2. Results and discussion
trials in the experiment. The results of experiment 3b are shown in the right two

panels of Fig. 3. The middle panel of the figure shows per-
2. Results and discussion formance as a function of the target-ear SNR. Again, the four

sinewave-speech conditions have been averaged together
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the intelligibility results into a single curve (shaded diamonds) to allow an easy com-

from experiment 3a. The major difference between these re- parison to the no-sound (black circles) and normal-speech
sults and the earlier results with the MNB and MSB speech (open circle) control conditions. Although performance in
signals in experiments la and 2a is the much higher intelli- these control conditions was markedly lower than in experi-
gibility score that was achieved with just a single randomly ments lb and 2b (presumably because of the different mix of
selected formant (near 60%, versus less than 20% for the subjects), the overall pattern of performance was the same: a
other two stimulus types). This reflects the fact that the sin- plateauing in performance at negative SNR values in the
ewave speech adapts itself to track variations in the frequen- no-sound condition, and a roughly 20-percentage point de-
cies of the formants, while the MSB and MNB stimuli pro- crease in performance in the normal-speech condition ar an
vide spectral information only in fixed frequency regions. SNR of -8 dB.
Note that intelligibility approaches 100% for sinewave Performance with the sinewave-speech contralateral
speech stimuli comprised of three or more randomly selected maskers (gray diamonds) again fell between these two con-
formants. trol conditions, with the largest decrease relative to the no-
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sound condition occurring at negative target-ear SNR values. gart and Simpson, 2002), allow us to answer a number of
The right panel of Fig. 3 shows performance as a function of important questions regarding the across-ear interference that
the number of formant frequencies in the contralateral sin- occurs in dichotic cocktail-party listening.
ewave speech masker averaged across trials where the target- (1) Is there a threshold level of similarity to speech that must
ear SNR was less than 0 dB. As before, the arcsine-reached in order r a speech-like signal to generate
transformed data from the individual subjects in each of the aerea intorder in a sech-likeaignalto gnrt
six contralateral masking conditions (no sound, normal across-ear interference in a dichotic cocktail-party lis-
speech, and 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-formant sinewave speech) were tening task? No. With all three of the synthetic speech
analyzed by a within-subjects ANOVA, which indicated that stimuli we tested, the amount of across-ear interference
the main effect of the contralateral masking condition was increased gradually as the number of bands increased.
statistically significant (F( 5,4 0) = 11.13, p < 0.000 1). A subse- Similarly, in our earlier experiment, there was a gradual

quent post hoc test (Fisher LSD, p < 0.05) found the follow- decrease in across-ear interference as the speech signal

ing significant differences: in the contralateral ear was masked with noise (Brungart
and Simpson, 2002). This argues against the existence of

(1) All the sinewave speech conditions except the 1-formant a "threshold" level of speech-like attributes that must be
condition were significantly worse than the no-sound reached in order for a contralaterally presented speech
control condition. signal to interfere with speech perception in the opposite

(2) All the sinewave speech conditions except the 4-formant ear.
condition were significantly better than the normal- (2) Is long-term spectral similarity to speech necessary or
speech control condition. sufficient for a signal to generate across-ear interference

(3) Performance in the 1 -formant condition was significantly in a dichotic cocktail-party listening task? No. In our
better than the 3- and 4-formant conditions. earlier experiment, we showed that Gaussian noise that

Thus, we see that, as with the other types of simulated was spectrally shaped to match the long-term spectrum

speech signals tested in these experiments, sinewave speech of speech caused little or no across-ear interference in

tends to produce more across-ear interference than noise in dichotic listening. In this series of experiments, we dem-

dichotic listening, but less interference than normal speech. onstrated that at least two types of signals with long-term

Also, the data suggest that sinewave speech may be some- spectra that differed dramatically from normal speech

what more efficient at generating across-ear interference than (MSB speech and sinewave speech) generated substan-
MSB or MNB speech. Sinewave speech produced almost as tial amounts of across-ear interference. From these two

much interference as normal speech with just 4 formant fre- results, we can conclude that spectral similarity to
quency bands, a level of interference that required 15 bands speech is neither necessary nor sufficient for a sound to

for the MNB speech and never occurred with the MSB produce across-ear interference in dichotic listening.
speech. However, it should be noted that, like MSB speech, Further evidence for the relatively minor role that long-
the sinewave speech stimuli never sounded remotely similar term spectrum plays in contralateral masking was pro-
to any type of natural speech even with the largest number of vided by the results of experiment 2b: the long-term
frequency bands tested. Thus, it seems that the difference in spectrum of the 15-band RSB speech contralateral
across-ear interference that occurred between experiment lb masker used in that experiment was identical to the spec-
and experiment 2b cannot be accounted for solely by the trum of the 15-band MSB speech, but the RSB speech
whisper-like characteristics of MNB speech when it contains produced far less contralateral interference than the MSB
a large number of frequency bands. speech masker. Again, this suggests that overall spec-

trum is a relatively unimportant parameter in determin-
ing the amount of across-ear interference a contralateral

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION masking signal will generate.
(3) Is intelligibility necessary for a signal to generate

This paper has presented the results of three experiments across-ear interference in a dichotic cocktail-party lis-
comparing the across-ear interference generated by three dis- tening task? No. In our earlier experiment, we demon-
tinct types of simulated speech to the amount of across-ear strated that time-reversed speech produced just as much
interference that occurs with a normal speech signal. Al- across-ear interference as normal speech when the
though the three types of simulated speech were qualitatively target-ear signal-to-noise ratio was less than 0 dB. Thus,
much different, their contralateral masking characteristics it appears that unintelligible signals can produce just as
were similar: (1) all produced some amount of contralateral much contralateral interference as intelligible signals in
interference when they contained only one or two frequency dichotic listening.
bands; (2) the amount of contralateral interference increased (4) Is intelligibility sufficient for a signal to generate across-
systematically with the number of frequency bands; and (3) ear interference in a dichotic cocktail-party listening
performance for the maximum number of frequency bands task? Probably. We have not tested all of the synthetic
tested approached the normal-speech control condition, signals that could conceivably be used to generate intel-

The results of the experiments described in this paper, ligible speech, but we have examined three of the least
along with those of our earlier study examining the effects of speech-like signals that have been demonstrated to con-
a contralateral masker on dichotic speech perception (Brun- tain usable verbal information, and we have shown that
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all three produce significant amounts of across-ear inter- terference in a dichotic cocktail-party listening task?
ference in dichotic listening. This leads us to suspect that Possibly. We have not yet tested any signals that gener-
any signal capable of conveying the useful phonetic in- ate a substantial amount of across-ear interference and
formation contained in normal speech will produce some do not have speech-like temporal envelope fluctuations.
across-ear interference in a dichotic cocktail-party task. Thus, while we cannot rule out the possibility that such
However, we should point out that, to this point, we have signals exist, we do not yet have any evidence to dem-
only tested signals that have been gated on and off at onstrate that signals without speech-like envelope fluc-
approximately the same time as the target speech. It is tuations can cause across-ear interference in dichotic
possible that adaptation might allow listeners to perform cocktail-party listening.
better in the dichotic listening task if the contralateralmasker were a continuous speech signal that was turned (7) What are the requirements for modulations in the spec-
masker were aeforentinuousnspeech sig thargt waspe d tral envelope of a signal to be "speech-like " in the senseonthat they will produce significant amounts of across-ear

(5) Are speech-like temporal modulations in the spectral en-

velope of a signal sufficient to generate across-ear inter- interference in a dichotic cocktail-party listening task?

ference in a dichotic cocktail-party listening task? Yes. This is perhaps the most interesting remaining research
The MNB speech differed from broadband speech- question related to the contralateral interference effects
shaped noise only in terms of the introduction of speech- we have demonstrated in our dichotic listening experi-
like modulations in the spectral envelope, and these ments. All of our experiments to this point suggest that
modulations were sufficient to generate a substantial certain types of contralaterally presented audio signals
amount of contralateral interference in the dichotic lis- are identified as "speech-like" by some preattentive cen-
tening task. Similarly, the MSB speech differed from the tral auditory processing mechanism, and that signals that
RSB speech only in terms of its envelope modulations, fall into this category interfere with a listener's ability to
and these modulations were sufficient to generate a sub- segregate speech signals presented in the opposite ear.
stantial amount of across-ear interference. However, it is The results of this experiment strongly suggest that
important to note that the modulations that appear to be speech-like modulations in the spectral envelope play an
most critical to the across-ear interference effects dem- important role in determining what kinds of signals are
onstrated in these experiments are the varying narrow- identified as speech-like by this central processing. Fur-
band temporal modulations that occur in speech, and that thermore, our earlier results have shown that these
the contralateral masking effects of these modulations thermore ouctuatier dosults have t be
are probably limited to listening tasks where the target spelli ke toucau s i n otence ssare ve spe
signal is also speech-like. Listening tasks involving non- intelligible to cause interference: time-reversed speech,
speech target signals may be more sensitive to contralat- which is unintelligible but has envelope fluctuations
eral interference from signals with different qualitative similar to those in normal speech, produces nearly as
characteristics and different modulation patterns. Kidd much across-ear interference as normal speech. At this
et al. (2003), for example, examined performance in a point, however, it is not clear what the parameters are
nonspeech dichotic listening task that required listeners that determine whether or not these envelope fluctuations
to detect fixed-frequency pulsed tone targets in the pres- are speech-like. What range .of modulation frequencies
ence of tone or noise maskers and found that contralat- will generate this type of interference? Do the modula-
erally presented fixed-frequency tone complexes that tion frequencies have to vary over time like they do in
were coherently gated with the target produced signifi- natural speech, or will constant envelope modulations
cant amounts of across-ear interference, but that con- cause the same amount of contralateral interference? Do
tralaterally presented notch-filtered noise that was coher- the modulations have to be correlated across frequency
ently gated with the target did not. Thus, in that case, as they are in natural speech, or do independent speech-
significant across-ear interference only occurred when like envelope modulations (such as those that would oc-
the contralateral masking signal was synchronously cur with a stimulus matching the envelopes of different
gated with and qualitatively similar to the target signal. utterances at different frequency regions) also interfere?
Consequently, it is likely that the contralaterally pre- The answers to these questions are important, because
sented synthetic speech signals that caused significant they have the potential to provide valuable insights into
across-ear interference in this experiment would have the processing methods that listeners unconsciously use
little or no effect on performance in the dichotic tone-
detection task examined by Kidd and his colleagues. to segregate complicated auditory scenes containing
Thus, while speech-like modulations appear to be suffi- more than one simultaneous speech signal. This informa-
cient to produce across-ear interference in dichotic tion might also provide some new ideas about how to
speech perception tasks, other factors-such as qualita- produce machine listening devices capable of segregat-
tive target-masker similarity-can strongly influence the ing multiple-talker listening environments using the
across-ear interference effects that occur in other kinds same strategies that human listeners use for these segre-
of listening tasks. gation tasks. At this point, however, only further research

(6) Are speech-like temporal modulations in the spectral en- can provide the answers to these important questions
velope of a signal necessary to generate across-ear in- about dichotic speech perception.
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thetic speech signals (MNB speech, MSB speech, and sin- DC045045, and DC04663.

ewave speech) have similar effects on speech intelligibility
when they are presented to the unattended ear in a dichotic APPENDIX: FREQUENCY WEIGHTING WITH MSB

cocktail-party listening task. In all three cases, there was a AND SINEWAVE SPEECH

systematic decrease in performance in the two-talker target- In speech perception, different frequency regions vary in
ear listening task when the number of frequency.bands in the terms of their relative contributions to overall intelligibility.
contralateral speech-like masker increased. These results This attribute of speech perception is one of the foundations
suggest that speech-like fluctuations in the spectral envelope of the Articulation Index (AT), which assigns different
of a signal play an important role in determining the amount weights to each 1/3rd-octave band to account for differences
of across-ear interference that signal will produce in a di- in the relative importance of each band in the perception of
chotic cocktail-party listening task. phonetically balanced speech (French and Steinberg, 1947).

In closing, it is perhaps useful to take a step back and However, the coordinate response measure speech materials
consider how this finding relates to our more general under- used in these experiments are not phonetically balanced, so
standing of how listeners process multiple simultaneous their frequency-dependent intelligibility characteristics may
speech signals in real-world cocktail party listening environ- differ from those that would ordinarily occur with traditional
ments. Clearly, the stimuli examined in this experiment are speech perception tasks (Brungart, 2001a). Thus, it may be
artificial in the sense that they would never occur in real- useful to analyze the results of experiments 2a and 3a to
world listening. Indeed, even the more general realm of di- examine the contributions that different frequency regions
chotic listening is somewhat unrealistic, because real-world made to the overall perception of the CRM stimuli.
speech signals are almost always perceived binaurally rather Figure 4 shows how performance varied across the pos-
than monaurally. However, what these results do allow us to sible frequency component combinations that could occur
do is begin to gain some insights into the point at which the with the MSB stimuli in experiment 2a and with the sin-
auditory system starts to make a distinction between signals ewave speech stimuli in experiment 3a. In the left panel,
that are speech-like and should be processed when the lis- each curve represents mean performance across all the MSB
tener is performing a speech perception task and those that speech trials in experiment 2a that contained the indicated
are "noise-like" and should be discarded. In the long term, number of frequency bands. Within each curve, the data
these insights might also help us understand the acoustic points represent mean performance across all the stimuli
features that make it difficult for listeners to segregate simul- with that particular number of bands that contained the fre-
taneously presented speech signals that, from a purely acous- quency component indicated by the abscissa. Thus, in the
tic standpoint, should individually be clearly audible [a con- one-band curve (circles), each data point represents perfor-
cept sometimes referred to as informational masking (Kidd mance in stimulus presentations that contained only the des-
et al., 1998; Freyman et al., 2001, 1999; Brungart, 2001b)]. ignated frequency component. In the two-band curve (left-
Further research is now needed to fully examine the relation- pointing triangles), each data point represents mean
ship between the temporal fluctuations that occur in the en- performance across all the trials that contained the desig-
velopes of a speech-like masking signal and the amount of nated band plus one other randomly selected band. And, in
masking such a signal will produce when it is presented in the five-band curve, each data point represents mean perfor-
the unattended ear in a dichotic cocktail-party listening task, mance across all the trials that contained the designated band
and to determine the extent to which a similar kind of inter- plus four other randomly selected bands.
ference might occur in more realistic binaural cocktail-party From the one-band curve, it is immediately apparent that
listening tasks that more accurately represent the difficulties the most important frequency component for overall intelli-
listeners encounter in real-world verbal communication. gibility in the CRM task was the modulated sinewave at 520
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Hz. In fact, the listeners were able to correctly identify both or no discernible difference between male and female talkers in the MSB
the color and the number in the stimulus almost half the time speech.
when the 520-Hz component was the only frequency com- 41n comparing this technique to the one used to produce the stimuli in theearlier study by Dorman et al. (1997), it is important to note that this
ponent present in the stimulus. In comparison, most of the processing technique involves the exclusion of some speech envelope in-
other frequency bands generated only about 10% correct per- formation when the number of bands is reduced, while with Dorman's
formance when they were presented in isolation. Interest- technique the speech envelope information is not excluded but rather aver-

aged over a larger bandwidth when the number of bands decreases.
ingly, the 520-Hz band is much lower in frequency than the SNote that on the surface this seems to contrast.with the mean results shown
most highly weighted 1/3rd-octave band in the calculation of in Fig. 2, which show a mean for the I-band condition that is comparable to
the Al, which is centered at 2 kHz (French and Steinberg, the 2-band condition with a slightly smaller error bar. However, a post hoc

LSD test on the arcsine-transformed data indicates that the I-band MSB
1947). This suggests that the phonetic information in the speech signal is not significantly different from the no-sound control con-
CRM speech corpus is concentrated in a lower frequency dition (p=0.0615). The discrepancy reflects the fact that the ANOVA
range than the phonetic information in long-term running evaluated the aresine-transformed data of the individual listeners, while
speech. Fig. 2 shows the mean data pooled across all the listeners.

As additional frequency bands were added to the MSB
CRM stimuli, the specific bands contained in the stimuli be- Arbogast, T., Mason, C., and Kidd, G. (2002). "The effect of spatial sepa-
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ated from any five randomly selected bands out of the 15 97-110.
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107, 1065-1066.
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